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COMMANDER:

Shane Fawkes ........... 882-1543

Well, the calendar shows we’re into
July, but the weather certainly doesn’t.
There’s been a rush of activity as things
get wrapped up prior to boating season;
our AGM, the District AGM, prepping
of courses for the fall, website & media
updates, the Crab Feast cruise, and prep
for the Nanaimo cruise.. whew! Be sure
to check out the articles about these and
other topics further in.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER:

Jim Henderson .......... 856-6771
TRAINING OFFICER:

Jim Hornell ................ 888-7149
SECRETARY:

Alison Chapman ....... 888-6466
TREASURER:

Lisa Fawkes .............. 882-1543
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER:

Darryl Day ................ 531-4664

There’s a lot of great things going on
around the Squadron, and they’re due to
members jumping in and being active,
and participating. While the primary
mandate of CPS is to foster boating
safety and education, there’s a lot more
that a local squadron like ours has to
offer. Through the courses comes the
social side of things; boating chatter,
question/comparisons, events/cruises -all things that are part of the boating lifestyle
& experience. The fact is, people that get involved with a boating group tend to find
ways to use their boat more. Members are always needed (and encouraged) to come
out and proctor for courses. If your first response to that is ‘I wouldn’t remember
where to begin’, then come on out and sit at the back of the room for a refresher. We
try to have a guest speaker for each of the Boating Course Grad nights, why not
come on out and listen, and get to know some of our newest members? We do
saltwater cruises, land based get togethers, a joint Christmas Dinner with SurDel &
White Rock squadrons, but we’re always looking for new suggestions/different spins
-it is your Squadron after all.
You’ll find some interesting articles as you peruse through this issue, but we
always welcome additional stories; if you have something to add, don’t hesitate to
contact Ed to see about including it in future issues.

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER:

Darryl Day ................ 531-4664
MEMBERSHIP OFFICER:

Bob Stone ................. 882-1048
PUBLICATIONS OFFICER:

Ed Bolli ..................... 534-8422
ASST. TRAINING OFFICER:

Brian Chapman ......... 888-6466
SOCIAL COMMITTEE:

Candace Stone .......... 882-1048
ASST TRAINING, BOATING:

Bill Woodall ............... 858-4643
CHIEF PROCTOR

Terry Brunner ........... 534-9838
CRUISEMASTER:

Jeff & Leanne Adams881-2220
WEBMASTER:

Jay Chalkman ........... 532-7963
HISTORIAN:

Terry Watling ............ 313-9596
PAST COMMANDER

Regards,
Shane

Bob Stone ................. 882-1048

Propwash
DATUM DATA IS PUBLISHED BY

With next month’s issue of PY, you should also receive annual Propwash issue,
listing all PMD CPS members & boat names. It’s a great reference to keep on
board and it’s sorted both by Squadron and boat name. If your info is in-correct or
out of date, please make sure to update your CPS membership info, as this is where
the data is collected from. If you have a DSC radio, please include your MMSI
number as well. (www.cps-ecp.ca/members )
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Training
Jim Hornell STO
Congratulations to all grads from our
winter classes and to those grads who
participated in our annual AGM/
potluck/grad/guest speaker evening.
Could we pack anything more into one
evening? Thanks to Bernie Teng for
his talk on brokering boats. We may
need to talk to Bernie.
After recovering from the hockey
finals disaster we can settle down to
more serious things... Boating. The
cruise to Port Browning was a great
success . Thanks to Jeff and Leanne for
organizing that weekend. Things you
wouldn’t normally think of doing on a
cruise seem to happen with the Langley
Squadron. No different on that
weekend. Want to watch a movie on the
big screen? No problem. Thanks to
Shane and his family for the use of their
Big Screen/sail. It can make for an
interesting picture if the wind picks up
though. Watch a hockey game in a
beautiful lounge? No problem. Thanks
to Wes and Deanne for the use of their
boat. The crab feast was absolutely
delicious. Everyone’s contribution
made it a meal to remember.
Boating is one of those hobbies that
requires constant maintenance and

New Website
By Jay Chalkman
www.langleysquadron.com

repairs to be safely and fully enjoyed.
If we neglect our boat or our boating
knowledge, eventually it will come
back to bite us and remind us to be
smart about this wonderful pastime.
This fall we are offering the
Seamanship course as well as Boating,
Boat Pro, and VHF. For those of you
who have taken the boating course and
are looking for more boating
knowledge, the Seamanship course is
an excellent way to increase your
knowledge.
More
advanced
navigational skills and better
knowledge of wind ,waves and tides are

only a few of the things to learn in this
course.
As always, we encourage our
members to come to the classes and
help with proctoring. There is no better
way to keep your boating skills up than
to help out with the classes or just sit
in on the course and soak it all up.
Member participation is what keeps
CPS alive and encourages new members
to stay with this great organization.
Have a safe and great boating
season.
Regards,
Jim Hornell

Hello Everyone,
Well, the time has come for us to
part ways with the national web site and
venture out on our own. Shane has
secured a domain name for the new web
site and we are about to start building
the new site. The big questions are now
starting : what do want on the web site,
what links do we want, what is
important for the members? So……
here is your opportunity to make your
voice heard. What do you want to see
the web site look like? What is
important to you? What are your

favourite weather links? Do you like
the web sites of other squadrons? What
do you like about them? What ideas can
we use to make our site more attractive?
Please send me your ideas and what
you want to see on the site. Also, send
me links to your favourite boating and
weather sites? The more ideas we have
the better our new site will look.
Thanks
Jay
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PMD AGM
and COW
By Shane Fawkes

Information
Bulletin
Change to Mooring Times
in Gulf Islands National
Park Reserve

This year’s event was hosted by NorVan Squadron and held at the local Holiday
Inn; with Langley having hosted last year, it was easy to appreciate their time and
effort put into it.
Prior to the AGM meeting itself, Cowan Insurance spoke to the membership
about their revisiting of west coast premiums, and encouraged CPS members to
check out their rates as they renew; they sound like they’re planning on being
quite aggressive in this market, so it may be worth your while to check it out; I
know we will be.
While Course sign-up numbers have been down across the board over the last
couple of years, most squadrons are feeling optimistic and seeing those numbers
begin to turn around. LPS has maintained a healthy membership throughout, and
I was pleasantly surprised to hear our squadrons name -tied, along with Allouette
Squadron’s- called for the PMD Membership Award for the Highest % Increase.
Congratulations to all, and especially to our Membership Officer, P/C Bob Stone.

Parks Canada has heard, through focus group research conducted in 2010 and
through informal feedback, that boaters prefer to tie up for the night by 3 or
4pm.
We have also heard that it is often difficult for overnight boaters to find mooring
buoys within the park at that time causing many to have to seek alternate moorage
locations or options.
This year, Parks Canada has changed the (free) day use mooring times at the
Sidney Spit, Beaumont, and Cabbage/Tumbo buoys to better address overnight
moorage needs.
Starting immediately, day use mooring will end at 3 pm and overnight fees will
be charged from 3pm on.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact us at
gulf.islands@pc.gc.ca or toll free at 1-866-944-1744.
Feel free to forward
this information bulletin to other boaters so they are aware of this upcoming
change.

Renew and
save $$
By Shane Fawkes

While the courses are what introduce members to CPS, knowing the benefits
associated with renewal and continued involvement, is what will retain our
membership. There’s the knowledge/activities/social side of it, but also a dollars
& cents side. Think about it; here’s some of the savings I found.....
•Pacific Yachting mag: 6 issues free/top up for 19
•Canadian Yachting mag: 4 issues
•Boat Insurance (Cowan or others may also recognize)
•Lordco (engine fluids/parts/supplies, etc. -30%)

value: $42/65
$24
$ varies
$ varies

I guess-timate I saved close to $250 just on these things alone. But, there’s
also savings to be had at RONA home centers, Delta Hotels, National Car Rental,
and lots more (www.cps-ecp.ca membership benefits for more details).
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Boat for sale

San Juan 21 “The 1st Juan”
Mark II - Trophy winning Sail Boat
- Fully race equipped
- Color: Beige Top - Brown Hull
- All Lines lead to Cockpit
- Sails include:
- Furling Genoa - Jib - Main
- Spinnaker - with pole & loader from front hatch
- Swing keel
- Kick-up rudder
- Aluminum motor mount
- Bow pulpit, not on the boat (included)
- Electric motor
- Galvanized trailer
- Clear titles on all
Must sell as we have purchased “Another Juan” and don’t
need two!
Please inquire:e-mail rmhuth@gmail.com
phone 778 573-5569

PMD Award
for
Membership
Awarded to Langley
Squadron and Aluette
Squadron, for the highest
% increase in membership,
at the PMD AGM.
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Picture Gallery
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Port
Browning
Cruise
By Leanne and Jeff Adams
Port Browning joint rendezvous with
Bellingham Squadron.
The weekend of May 20-23rd is for
many the first real trip of the season.
Ganges
It is normally warming enough to
enjoy evenings on the dock and the
daylight is longer. While this year it
to help tie a boat and very attentive to
helping with the barbecue and
reservations. We have already booked
again for 2012.
Next cruise...Canada Day in
Nanaimo July 1st weekend. We will be
decorating for the holiday, pot lucking
and enjoying the Nanaimo Port.
Contact us to attend.

Leanne & Jeff Adams
H:(604) 881-2220

still felt like April, the Port Browning
Rendezvous is Langley’s best attended
cruise. There were roughly 15 Langley
boats and 4 Bellingham boats. By
Friday most boats had arrived. The
commitment to attend a cruise is
fantastic as one boat after mechanical
trouble, and rather than going home,
arrived towed by another member.
Saturday evening was a delicious
potluck dinner. We ate under the Big
Tent, brought our own meat and shared
our best side dishes and desserts. We
really need to start a cookbook because
there are some terrific recipes and
chefs in the group.

The crab catching was more
challenging than most years, but those
that fished were dedicated. A
Bellingham squadron member showed
us a few tricks to prepping the crabs
and as in past years there were leftovers
for some to take home.
“Best of Both” showed the best of
being a sailboat, and opened the sails
for a movie night. Truly a special
evening to sit dockside and watch the
“Italian Job” projected onto the sails.
If you have not attended a Langley
cruise it is a fun weekend. Port
Browning is a great destination, the
marina staff were present, always there
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Boating in the
Galapagos
by Joy Ruffeski

at a time, anchoring must be done off
the islands, and all landings (wet or dry)
are made by means of pangas (zodiacs).
Private yachts and sailboats must adhere
to the same regulations so those on an
around-the-world voyage are not
exempt. No one is allowed on a panga
without a lifejacket and small Coast
Guard vessels are clearly evident
around various islands to ensure that
safety procedures are adhered to.
The Galapagos, owned by Ecuador,
lies just south of the equator and
1000 km west of South America.
There is no landfall to the south until
Antarctica, east until Papua New
Guinea, and north until Central
America. From June to September,
the waters near the equator in the

I had the pleasure of spending 10 days
on a 65-foot vessel in the Galapagos in
June. It proved to be a most memorable
trip and really reinforced all the
concepts we had learned about in the
basic boating course. Having travelled
on small craft in various parts of Asia
and Africa with generally questionable
boating practices, I was pleasantly
surprised to see that the Ecuadorians
take boating safety very seriously. In
addition, cardinal buoys and lights
indicated safe water around most of the
main islands although the 107 small
islet/rocks did not have such markings
and having knowledge of chart reading
was certainly advisable! To protect the
ecosystem of the islands, only a certain
number of vessels may be in one area
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Pacific Ocean are rougher with often
10 - 15 foot swells. As the ship had a
fairly narrow beam and slow speed,
travel between the various islands was
often a rock and roll adventure.
However, the knowledge of the captain
and 1st mates was evident especially
when we had a following sea and it was
necessary to “tack like a sailboat” to
reach our destination safely. Our vessel
only held 16 people; explaining the
reason to my fellow adventurers for our
zigzag journey and other such boating

maneuvers fell to myself as only I, and
the crew who all spoke only Spanish,
had any boating knowledge whatsoever.
It also allowed me to be able to operate
one of the pangas when I was finished
snorkeling for the day and others were
still doing so and needed to be followed
along an island’s edge. Operating the
panga, allowed the 1st mate to have a
break and do some diving himself something that he much appreciated. In
addition, I was able to enjoy piloting
the large vessel for some time as we
cruised from Sombrero Chino to
Bartolomé Island.
The only negative boating experience
in the Galapagos was a separate trip by
“ferry” after my regular 10-day voyage.
I took the local “ferry” to Isabela Island

in order to climb Sierra Negra and see
the volcano. This approximately 42foot boat was outfitted with bench seats
along the sides of the open cabin at the
stern and powered by two 300 hp
motors. Everyone put on his or her life
jacket and off we went. The boat went
up on plane once it was out of the
harbour but with the 15 foot swells
those of us near the bow were smashed
down into our unpadded seats
repeatedly for the 3 hour crossing and
breathed in exhaust fumes; those in the
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stern were soaked but weren’t as
shaken up or half asphyxiated. I can’t
say which was worse as all of the 20
passengers were hanging on for their
lives throughout the journey! When we
finally arrived at Peurto Villamil from
Puerto Ayora the comment heard from
the tourists was that there must be
some other way to get back to San

Cristobel Island as they never wanted
to have to go through that again. I was
even ready to e-mail my husband to tell
him to sell our boat as I never wanted
to get on another one again in my
life! Fortunately the return trip a few
days later was much better and I’m
enjoying boating again with my
husband this summer in the

relatively calm waters of the San Juan
Islands where we regularly cruise.
Joy Ruffeski

We would like to thank
Galleon Marine on the
Langley Bypass for
supporting our squadron
by letting us place our signs
on their property.

The Bridge of Langley
Power and Sail Squadron
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